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Questions 1-10 are based on the information given.

1. What are the girls doing in the picture?

A Baking
B Sewing
C Cooking
D Sweeping

Results of a survey in S.M.K. Setia

Qualities of a Leader
Very Important Not Important

Honesty 100% 0%
Capability 90% 10%

Experience 40% 60%
Caring Spirit 100% 0%
Appearance 10% 90%

Family Background 10% 90%
Wealthy Background 10% 90%

Age 9% 91%

2. According to the above survey, the most important leadership qualities are

A capability and age.
B wealth and good looks.
C honesty and a caring spirit.
D family background and experience.
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3. What nutrients in the juice can improve one’s health?

A Pomegranates.
B Mangosteen husks.
C Artificial sweeteners.
D Antioxidants and vitamin C.
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Expiry Date : 01. 07. 2009 timeless

As Timeless Readers’ Circle member, you get to enjoy RM 3

off and 20% discount on your first purchase with us. Kindly

present this voucher at any Timeless bookstores in Malaysia

to enjoy the privileges.

Welcome Voucher

4. What is the advantage of being a Timeless Readers’ Circle member?
One can enjoy RM3 off

A with any purchase.
B and 20% discount after first purchase.
C and 20% discount upon first purchase.
D with purchase done before 01 July 2009.

5. In the cartoon strip above, the lady finds her son’s behaviour

A cool.
B intelligent.
C emotional.
D unacceptable.
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Year
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Number of
students
enrolled

10 000 15 000 18 000 22 000 30 000

Number of students in SMK Seri Puteri

6. Based on the table above, what is the total number of students studying at the
school in 2004 and 2005?

A 15 000
B 18 000
C 30 000
D 33 000

7. From the hotel review above, we can conclude that the hotel is suitable for those
who

A like shopping.
B like friendly staff.
C prefer a tranquil stay.
D do not like to take cabs.

Hotel Review

Casablanca Hotel

Review by Peter Hook, New Zealand
The hotel is located out of the city which is perfect for those who seek quietness after a

long day of travel. It is only a 4-minute walk from the nearest shops and 3 minutes to the
beach. The staff is friendly. The only shortcoming is that it is not easy to get a cab and it often
costs a bomb when we manage to get one.
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8. How would the readers feel after reading this news?
A Happy
B Confuse
C Comfortable
D Compassionate

School
SMK St
John

SMK Sri
Aman

SMK D.
Jaya

SMK
Taman
Utama

SMK Raja
Harun

Win 6 2 1 1 6

Draw 1 2 2 4 2

Points 20 6 5 4 18

Results of the Inter-school Football Competition

9. Which two schools will be in the final round?
A SMK St John and SMK Sri Aman.
B SMK Sri Aman and SMK D. Jaya.
C SMK St John and SMK Raja Harun.
D SMK D. Jaya and SMK Taman Utama.
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“Our unsung heroes in the fight for a cleaner environment.”

10. The workers in the picture work hard and

A feel satisfied with their work.
B are highly paid for their work.
C are always treated like heroes.
D their efforts are often unnoticed.
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Questions 11 – 18 are based on the following text.

Sunglasses protect the eyes from the sun by (11) light and protecting

the eyes (12) harmful ultraviolet (UV) rays. Research (13) that

long term exposure to UV rays (14) lead to cataracts, macular

degeneration and skin cancer around the eyelids.

(15) , when you leave your house, make sure that you wear sunglasses.

When you buy sunglasses, opt for those that have labels that tell you how (16) UV

radiation the lenses of the sunglasses reflect. Experts say that a good pair of sunglasses is

one that blocks out 99 to 100% of both UV-A and UV-B rays.

You should also consider wearing a wide-brimmed hat (17) your

sunglasses. This will help to block the sunlight from overhead. The risk of sun-related

eye problems (18) higher for people who spend long hours in the sun and

those who have had cataract surgery or have certain retina disorders.

11. A filter 15. A So

B filters B Then

C filtered C Until

D filtering D Because

12. A on 16. A any

B at B much

C by C some

D from D many

13. A show 17. A with

B shows B from

C shown C along

D showed D without

14. A can 18. A is

B must B are

C need C was

D should D were
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Questions 19 - 21
Read the conversation below and choose the best meaning for the phrases that are
underlined.

Suresh : After that explanation by you, I now see the light (19) and can imagine how the
telephone works.

Guan : Now I am going to seize the opportunity (20) of the special Merdeka offer and
install that broadband that I had wanted to do so earlier.

Suresh : I think I shall follow suit (21) and not be left behind in this age of technology.

19. see the light

A am in the brightness
B begin to understand
C see the light above me
D can switch on the light

20. to seize the opportunity

A to be greedy
B to take advantage
C to be right in front
D to be the first to do

21. follow suit

A use the same suit
B do the same action
C imitate to make fun
D stand behind the other
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Questions 22 – 24
Read the conversation below and choose the best meaning for the phrases that are
underlined.

Tillaga : Hassan, by hook or by crook (22) you must get the field ready this evening. The
sports practice starts tomorrow. I need extra sand for the long jump pit.

Hassan : I'll do my best. About the long jump pit, I'll keep that in mind. (23)
Tillaga : Thanks, Hassan. Now, I can take it easy (24) as I know you will get the field

ready. Bye!

22. by hook or by crook

A do it now
B use the tape
C sooner or later
D no matter what it takes

23. keep that in mind.

A recall.
B store it.
C receive.
D remember.

24. take it easy

A cry
B smile
C relax
D laugh
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Questions 25 – 28 are based on the following article.

25. What is the weather phenomenon that has been happening in the last fifty years?

A Falling sea level.

B Global warming.

C Increase in rainfall.

D Increase in diseases.

26. Which of the following is not a fuel?

A Oil

B Coal

C Natural gases

D Greenhouse gases

Global Warming: Causes and Effects

Earth temperature has been rising at the rate of 1 degree Fahrenheit in the last 50 years.
The past 50 years of warming has been attributed to human activities. During the last
100 years, global sea levels have risen between 4 – 8 inches.

Greenhouse gases that
rise into the
atmosphere trap the
sun’s energy and
prevent heat from
escaping. These are
caused by large scale
use of fuels in
vehicles and factories.

 Local changes include increasingly hot weather and thunderstorms.

 Damaging storms, droughts and other weather-related phenomenon cause an increase in

economic and health problems.

 Warmer weather provides breeding grounds for insects such as malaria-carrying

mosquitoes.

Burning fuels such
as coal, natural gas
and oil products
produces
greenhouse gases in
excessive amount.
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27. The word excessive tells us that greenhouse gases is present in _______
amounts.

A fixed

B large

C limited
12

Qu

D varying

28
. Global warming has brought about changes in

A fuel use.

B weather pattern.

C transport pattern.
/1 © 2009 Hak Cipta Jabatan Pelajaran Negeri Sabah LIHAT SEBELAH
SULIT

estions 29 – 34 are based on the following extract.

29. The word they in the passage refers to the

A trees.
B fruits.
C leaves.
D bushes.

D energy production.

The next morning, the children woke up early. They were hungry. They looked
for food all morning but the hours went by and they found nothing to eat. Then
suddenly, they saw a clump of trees with red and green fruits hanging from the
branches. Samad was overjoyed.

‘Samad!’ yelled Minah, ‘Don’t eat them. They might be poisonous!’
But Samad did not listen to her. He started to eat the fruits. A few seconds

later, Minah joined him. For a long time, Minah and Samad sat in the shade of the
trees. The trees had saved their lives.

After a while Minah started to stuff some of the fruits into her pockets.
Suddenly, Samad began to feel nervous. The bushes and trees were silent, but
Samad was afraid. He crept back to his sister.

‘Minah!’ he whispered. ‘I think someone is watching us.’
‘What?’ said Minah. ‘Someone’s watching us? Where?’
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30. Why didn’t Samad listen to Minah?

A He was hungry.
B He was trying to be rude.
C He was angry with Minah.
D He did not like being told what to do.

31. How had the trees saved the children?

A By providing food.
B By providing shelter.
C By giving them a place to rest.
D By protecting them from danger.

32. Samad felt nervous because

A they were lost in the forest.
B he was afraid of the wild animals.
C they had not eaten for a few days.
D he felt someone was watching them.

33. ‘What? Someone’s watching us?’ How did Minah feel when she said this?

A Upset
B Shocked
C Unhappy
D Delighted

34. Based on the passage above, what quality best describes Minah?

A Stubborn
B Persistent
C Intelligent
D Responsible
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Questions 35 – 37 are based on the following poem.

35. The persona’s cabin is made of

A brick and mortar.
B clay and wattles.
C wood and leaves.
D mud and branches.

36. He will plant _______ and keep_______.

A beans, bees
B fruits, cows
C peas, rabbits
D greens, birds

37. What is the main theme of this poem?

A City life is stressful.
B Insects are noisy creatures.
C Islands are always peaceful and calm.
D There is peace and tranquillity in nature.

The Lake Isle of Innisfree

I will arise and go now, and go to Innisfree,
And a small cabin build there, of clay and wattles made,
Nine bean-rows will I have there, a hive for the honey bee
And live alone in the bee-loud glade.

And I shall have some peace there,
for peace comes dropping slow,
Dropping from the veils of the morning to
where the cricket sings;
There midnight’s all glimmer; and noon a purple glow
And evening full of the linnet’s wings.

I will arise and go now, for always night and day
I hear lake water lapping with low sounds by the shore
While I stand on the roadway, or on the pavements grey,
I hear it in the deep heart’s core.

William Butler Yeats
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Questions 38 – 40 are based on the extract from the short story ‘How Dalat Got Its

Name’.
“Brother, I think they are right,” Lutong said gently. “Poor Umat was our
brother, but he does not deserve a memorial pole. Let us just mourn
him in our hearts.”

Galau thought about this, hiding his face with his hands.
“Alright,” he said at last, “cover the poor man with earth and let

no more be said. But one memorial I will give him. This was once a
happy village. Now it is a place of death. Blood was spilt in the village
street. The smell of death is in the air. Black flies are everywhere. I will
call this village Dalat, flies, so nobody shall ever forget!”
12/1 © 2009 Hak Cipta Jabatan Pelajaran Negeri Sabah LIHAT SEBELAH
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38. The phrase ‘the poor man’ in the extract refers to

A Umat
B Galau
C Lutong

39. What is the memorial that Galau gave Umat?

A A good burial.
B A memorial pole.
C A mourning in his heart.
D The name Dalat for the village.

40. Which of the following does not describe the village?

A Blood on the street.
B Black flies everywhere.
C Smell of death in the river.
D Happiness among the villagers.

KERTAS SOALAN TAMAT

Heidi Munan
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Section A : Guided Writing

[30 marks]

[Time suggested : 40 minutes]

You received a postcard from your cousin who stays in Sandakan.

Using all the information given below, write a letter accepting his invitation to spend a one-

week holiday with him and his family in Sandakan.

Information :-

Venue 1 - Sepilok Orang Utan Rehabilitation Centre

- watch - Orang Utans’ behaviour – playing, eating

- Information Hall - add knowledge and information on their history, habits

- buy souvenirs

Venue 2 - Crocodile Farm

- many species of crocodiles

- watch crocodile-feeding session

- special crocodile performance

- other animal species – birds, monkeys, fish

- buy souvenirs
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Venue 3 - Selingan Turtle Island

- watch turtles lay eggs

- release of newly-hatched young turtles

- snorkeling

Venue 4 - Seafood outlets

- cheap and fresh

Venue 5 - Pasir Putih Beach

- beautiful and peaceful

- picnic

- beach walk

When writing your letter:

 use the correct format
 use all the information given
 elaborate on the given notes to make it more interesting
 make sure it is not less than 120 words
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Section B : Summary

[10 marks]

[Time suggested : 30 minutes]

Read the passage and complete the following task.

More and more teenagers are logging on to the internet every day. Although the Internet

is a great source for research projects and other information, there are also dangers involved with

surfing the Web. The person you meet online may not be who or what he or she claims to be.

Someone who says that he is a 15-year-old boy may actually be a 50-year-old man pretending to

be a teen for inappropriate reasons, such as to send pornography materials or to lure teens into

unsafe situations.

Never give out personal information, such as your name, home address or phone number,

the name of your school, photographs, credit card numbers or the names of your parents without

permission from your parents. Do not agree to meet the person without any adult accompanying

you. Do not give out your password to anyone. In chat rooms, use a name that is not gender-

specific so you are less likely to receive pornographic materials or other forms of harassment. If

you do receive pornographic materials, report it to the local police department.

Write a summary on how to stay safe on the Internet.

Your summary must:

 not be more than 60 words, including the 10 words given below
 be in continuous writing (not note form)
 be written in one paragraph

Use your own words as far as possible without changing its original meaning.

Begin your summary as follows :

To ensure safety when going online, never give out personal ...
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Section C : Novel

[ 10 marks ]

[ Time suggested : 20 minutes ]

The following are the novels studied in the literature component in English Language.

Novels:

1. Potato People - Angela Wright

2. Robinson Crusoe - Daniel Defoe

3. The Phantom of the Opera - Gaston Leroux

4. Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson

5. The Prisoner of Zenda - Anthony Hope Hawkins

Based on one of the novels above, write on any one of the following themes.

Give evidence from the novel to support your answer.

a. hope

b. friendship

c. good against evil

Your response should be:

 in not less than 50 words
 in continuous writing form (not note form)

KERTAS SOALAN TAMAT
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2009 PMR CANDIDATES

PAPER 1

SUGGESTED ANSWERS

1. B 11. D 21. B 31. A

2. C 12. D 22. D 32. D

3. D 13. B 23. D 33. B

4. C 14. A 24. C 34. B

5. D 15. A 25. B 35. B

6. D 16. B 26. D 36. A

7. C 17. A 27. B 37. D

8. D 18. A 28. B 38. A

9. C 19. B 29. B 39. D

10. D 20. B 30. A 40. C
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FOR 2009 PMR CANDIDATES

PAPER 2
SECTION A – GUIDED WRITING

GUIDED WRITING BAND DESCRIPTORS

BAND MARKS DESCRIPTORS

EXCELLENT 25 – 30
 Task fulfilled with ideas and details well-developed

and well-organized.
 Language is accurate with few minor errors and first

draft slips.
 Varied sentence structures are used effectively to

convey meaning.
 Vocabulary is apt and widely used.
 Accurate use of mechanics of writing.
 Interest of the reader is aroused and sustained.

CREDIT 19 – 24
 Task fulfilled with ideas and details developed and

organized.
 Language is largely accurate with some serious and

minor errors.
 Simple and compound sentence structures are

accurate.
 Vocabulary is wide enough but lacks precision.
 Almost always accurate use of spelling, punctuation

and paragraphing.
 Interest of the reader is aroused but not sustained.

ACHIEVEMENT 13 – 18
 Task fulfilled with ability to develop some ideas but

lacks details; ideas adequately organized.
 Language is sufficiently accurate with frequent

serious errors.
 Simple and compound sentence structures are

attempted.
 Vocabulary is sufficient to convey meaning.
 Some errors in mechanics of writing.

WEAK 7 – 12
 Task partially fulfilled with ideas less developed;

ideas lacking organization.
 Language is barely accurate with frequent serious

errors that hamper reading.
 Vocabulary is limited.
 Serious errors in mechanics of writing.

VERY WEAK 1 – 6
 Task hardly fulfilled; ideas lack cohesion.
 High density of errors; meaning is hardly conveyed.



SECTION B : SUMMARY WRITING

Suggested answer:

To ensure safety when going online never give out personal information without
permission from your parents. Never agree to meet the person alone. Do not give out your
password to anyone. Use a name that is not gender-specific so that you are less likely to
receive pornographic material or harassed. If you do receive pornographic material, make
a police report.

(61 words)

content : 5 marks
language : 5 marks (see marking band overleaf)



MARKING CRITERIA FOR SECTION B – SUMMARY

BAND MARKS DESCRIPTORS

EXCELLENT 5
 Marked ability to use own words
 Language is accurate

: use of simple and compound sentences
: appropriate linkers
: use of correct grammar

 Accurate spelling and punctuation
 First draft slips
 No lifting of sentences
 No irrelevant details

CREDIT 4
 Ability to use own words
 Language is largely accurate

: use of simple and compound sentences
: appropriate linkers
: use of correct grammar

 Spelling and punctuation largely accurate
 Some minor errors
 Almost no lifting of sentences
 No irrelevant details

ACHIEVEMENT 3
 Attempts to use own words
 Language is sufficiently accurate

: use of simple and compound sentences
(majority of simple sentences)

: some use of linkers
: some serious grammatical errors

 Some serious errors in spelling and
punctuation

 Some irrelevant details

WEAK 2
 No attempt to use own words
 Frequent serious errors in grammar, spelling

and punctuation
 Linkers hardly used
 Wholesale lifting of text material
 Irrelevant details

VERY WEAK 1
 High density of errors – fractured syntax
 Total lifting of text material, i.e. transcript
 Irrelevant details



SECTION C - NOVEL

Content : 5 marks
Language : 5 marks ( see marking band overleaf )

Suggested answer

State the theme - (1 mark)
Reasons to support the point / answer - (2 marks)
Evidence from the novel - (2 marks)



MARKING CRITERIA FOR SECTION C – NOVEL BAND DESCRIPTORS

BAND MARKS DESCRIPTORS

EXCELLENT 9 – 10
 Requirements of task fulfilled
 Ideas and details well-developed, well–organized

with evidence from text
 Varied sentence structures (simple and compound)
 Wide and apt vocabulary
 Accurate use of language
 Accurate mechanics of writing

CREDIT 7 – 8
 Requirements of task fulfilled
 Ideas and details largely developed, organized and

supported with evidence from text
 Varied sentence structures (simple and compound)
 Vocabulary wide enough
 Largely accurate use of language
 Largely accurate mechanics of writing

ACHIEVEMENT 5 – 6
 Requirements of task fulfilled
 Ideas and details sufficiently developed with some

organization and supported with some evidence
from text

 Sentences structures lack variety (simple structures
dominate)

 Adequate vocabulary used
 Sufficiently accurate use of language
 Fairly accurate mechanics of writing

WEAK
3 – 4  Requirements of task partially fulfilled

 Ideas lack development and organization with
minimal textual support – mere narration

 Sentence structures mostly simple with errors that
hamper reading

 Vocabulary limited
 Language is barely accurate with errors that hamper

reading
 Inconsistent mechanics of writing

VERY WEAK 1 – 2
 Requirements of task hardly fulfilled
 Hardly any development of relevant ideas or textual

support
 High density of errors; blurring evidence, lacks

cohesion
 Vocabulary very limited
 Mechanics of writing – numerous errors


